: Displacement ellipsoid plot of the pentasaccharide molecule of Fondaparinux drawn at 50% probability level. Figure S2 : Impression of the crystal packing of Fondaparinux, highlighting the infinite three-dimensional framework formed by Na...O coordination in the substructure of sulfate groups, sodium and coordinated water molecules. The sugar rings have been omitted for clarity.
: Geometric details of all unique potential hydrogen bonds.
Geometric details of Potential Hydrogen Bonds; distances in Å, angles in °. Standard uncertainties are given in parentheses. Note: no standard uncertainties are given for quantities calculated from coordinates at calculated positions. Geometric criteria used for inclusion in the list: d(D…A) < R(D)+R(A)+0.50 Å d(H…A) < R(H)+R(A)-0.12 Å D-H…A > 100.0° (D = donor, A = Acceptor, R = Van der Waals radius) ARU = Asymmetric Residue Unit, the code given is written out in equivalent positions below the H-bond table. For potential bifurcated H-bonds, the Acceptor…Hydrogen…Acceptor angle is included in the Tables, as well as the sum of all angles involving the central hydrogen, which is expected to be 360° for a truly bifurcated system. 
